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soul: one’s trapped song   released through flute holes





   crossing a field
lost in fog
   i may be nothing



   my particles,
splashed by your wine,
   staggering



   In which chamber
of your heart, beloved,
   is our bed?



winter blues
   too much earnestness
in my prayer



winter moon
   you could wake up
and talk to me



   a snowflake
melting into the stream—
   our brief connection



   in distant breeze
a camel bell tinkling—
   i open my arms





faith: accepting the wave, a dying seal’s flipper





   even frost
along the privy path
   knows the way



   veering out of fog
into fog
   a gull’s life



   cracking in two
to climb out of self—
   bean seedlings



   not letting go
the piece of honey
   on your lip



   confronting the dark
a firefly
   illumines its guts



   Custer’s hill
stitching fallen wounds
   threads of green



   born to live i hoe
and, ah, born to die
   i kiss the melon





hope: bent-winged under the skin   pecking at the shell





   at dawn i ate
the bomb while spitting out
   the isotopes



   i am an island
stepping to the edge
   to discover shape



   a star is only fire
a planet is dust—
   a fly’s eye?



   the swallowtail
appeared for a moment—
   like my son



   a deer steps out
for it too the new lettuce
   worth a look



   curtains rippling
your pillow
   wild with hair



   snipping iris—
in such a world
   one sweet week





compassion: looking in the mirror   one’s not there





   roll the log—
see this realm of
   tiny frightened things



   dogs mating in rain—
pausing to consider
   their point of view



   stupid mayflies
not knowing the start,
   the end of things



   unable to love
everyone i meet,
   but peonies



   what sadness—
the rose bloom is perfect
   just now



   a torn leaf
somewhere a surgeon
   sews an aorta



   the sea this year—
its tremors
   and wrinkling skin





fate: a leaf falls   but with improvisation





   wild blood—
your kiss, the waves
   in my veins



   your body
stirring beside me
   will be breakfast



   through a lattice
broken tidbits
   of your beauty



   in mid-life
ripping out a boxwood
   of forty years



   forking compost
raising all the dead
   to wincing light



   rounding the corner
into winter wind
   understanding leaves



   the light turning green
against a vast night—
   my turn to go





reincarnation: swallowed by a birdbath   a raindrop





   jasmines and rain
her death certificates
   damp in the mailbox



   i’m sick of this—
step out of the heart
   like a God



   walking the shore
alone at dawn—
   coming to my tracks



   under foot
a former self—
   the shell cracking



   caught by my lips
the cool nameless stream
   flowing into me



   in God’s pocket
the lint of all illusion
   threads of love



   each wave
cresting and vanishing—
   more wine
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